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WHY TO USE SCHOOL MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE? 

With time, individuals and organization are expecting better and fast execution 

with regards to school management, this is where school management software 

comes into consideration. All the educationist are concentrating on finding the 

most proficient method in order to digitize the working environment of a school. If 

you need to enhance the profitability of school then you should be holding hands 

with innovation. School management software encourages you to oversee and 

enhance the functionalities of the school. It helps to enhance individual personality 

along with the association. It helps to bring out the best from schools for the 

society. 

School management android app and Ios app provide a platform to students and 

parents to avail all the benefits of software in small devices from anywhere at 

anytime in just few clicks. It keeps both the teacher and student associated with 

each other. They can easily communicate with each other. It helps you to get 

https://www.zeroerp.com/
https://www.zeroerp.com/
https://www.zeroerp.com/school-management-software
https://www.zeroerp.com/
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connected every single information about your academics. It is very helpful for 

both teachers and students. 

Some of the benefits of school management system - 

 It helps simplifying the records of the management. It has one system for 

every data need and it maintains a single sheet of record for all students. One 

can easily gather the information of any student you want to. 

 

 It makes student registration and admission process easy and also saves a lot 

of time of staff and administration and increase productivity. 

 

 It provides a separate self-service portal with all the features to operate, it will 

provide all the information related to individual along with instant notification 

for new updates. 

 

 School management software based on cloud server can be easily accessed 

from anywhere at anytime .So it will be feasible for user to operate and 

retrieve information from that. 

 

 It manages all the resources efficiently and make the process easy and 

transparent to everybody. 

 

 It reduces manual intervention and risk of mistake are lessen due to 

automation. Thus it helps in many of the important fields like fee 

management, exam management, student registration, admission and 

promotion. 
 

 It makes the decision taking ability quite stronger. It enables tracking you step 

by step operation and thus helps to meet all the essential requirements. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.zeroerp.com/
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Some of the modules of school erp are shown in this image. One of the software 

which provides many of the feature is ZeroErp Software. ZeroErp Software is a 

product of Junction Software an IT company based in Bhopal. 

 

 

https://www.zeroerp.com/
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These days, schools find difficulties on a daily basis while managing daily 

administration process. A school has many field to administer like homework 

administration, declaration of results, timetable administration, expenses 

accumulation, attendance management for both the staff and students and other 

similar functions that are done manual. Doing every one of these things manually 

takes a great deal of time, assets and vitality. Such things are now possible 

effortlessly done as a result of School Management Software and school app. 

ZeroErp software is a cloud-based software developed in php with an Android and 

IOS app compatible with it. There are huge number of school software and school 

app for schools to use in market. But many of them only include communication 

facility.But zeroerp Education include all the required feature to manage school as 

well as to have a better communication with parents , teachers and children.  

Some of its benefits are- 

 E Communication-Students can easily communicate with their fellow 

beings for notes, new topic discussion and many more. Parents and teacher 

can directly communicate with each other and can keep track of their child 

performance easily. 

 

 Multilingual Software- This software can run in multiple languages so it 

is easy for the user to understand the software and run in their native 

language.They are not binded with a single language. 

 

 Accessible anywhere, anytime:- As software is based on cloud-server 

,students,teacher,parent can access it from anywhere and at anytime. 

Student and parents will be notified every important information, all they 

need is mobile and internet facility. 

 

 School Transport Tracking: Irrespective of whether you are the 

principal or the parent, GPS enabled school transport vehicles allows and 

helps you in tracking the location of it and helps in ensuring your child’s 

safety. 

 

 Go paperless:-Use of smart phones and software is an environment 

friendly way to manage school instead of using paper and pen . 

https://www.zeroerp.com/school-app
https://www.zeroerp.com/zeroerp-school-management-app-software-track-location-2/
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 Easy Installation: The software is very easy to install. Once installed, you 

can set up and configure according to your and the settings of the school. 

 

 System Alert: When the fees are due, homework is incomplete,student is 

absent, parents receive notification or message to remind them about their 

student. 

 

 Managing database-These software manages data efficiently and in 

systematic manner so that retrieval of data is also easy and fast. 

 

Zeroerp software provides a free trial with complete features. You can 

register from sign up section of www.zeroerp.com or visit 

https://www.zeroerp.com/register. 

 

For free demo you can visit demo section of www.zeroerp.com or visit 

https://www.zeroerp.com/demo  

 

You can view demo video https://youtu.be/HDZx61GN90U 

 

Below are some of the features of ZeroErp software 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.zeroerp.com/
https://www.zeroerp.com/register
http://www.zeroerp.com/
https://www.zeroerp.com/demo
https://youtu.be/HDZx61GN90U
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Modules of zeroerp 
 

1.REGISTRATION 

 

Registration Through web 

Requirement before- Need to have a working Email for One Time Password 

during registration. 

Where to go-   https://www.zeroerp.com/register 

Here you can register your school for running zeroerp software with all the 

features. This software has a trial version of 7 days free for the institutes with 

complete software along with an android and ios app.  

 

https://www.zeroerp.com/register
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This software also has a demo 

version of software for schools to 

get familiar with software without 

registration. You can visit zeroerp 

website and click on Demo button 

for an running online software or 

you can visit   

https://www.zeroerp.com/demo for 

live demo. 

Registration can be done from both 

web and android app. 

Registration through Android app 

To download android app – 

Download App  

For further detail regarding 

registration in app visit- 

https://www.zeroerp.com/school-

app-management/ 

To reset password- 

https://www.zeroerp.com/reset-

password/ 

 

 

 

https://www.zeroerp.com/demo
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=in.junctiontech.school&hl=en
https://www.zeroerp.com/school-app-management/
https://www.zeroerp.com/school-app-management/
https://www.zeroerp.com/reset-password/
https://www.zeroerp.com/reset-password/
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2.INITIAL SETUP 

 

Initial setup in web. 

 

 

 

 

Requirement before – The only thing you need to do is to register your 

school . 

 

When your registration is done you will be redirected to your Login Page. 

After Login with your credentials you will be redirected to Initial setup. 

Here you have 6 steps from which 3 are mandatory. 

 

6 steps to do- 

 Basic Information-Fill your basic information of school 

 Create Session- You need to create session of your school it can be 

Annually, Half Yearly, Quarterly. 
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 Contact Information-Information of your school 

 Upload Class, Student, Staff-  This is not mandatory but you can 

upload whole list of class, student ,staff in a single click. This step 

will save a lot of your time. 

 

 

You can complete this initial setup 

from app also. 

Initial Setup through APP 

This includes all the information of 

school . You can add a feature image 

of your school which will be visible 

on login page. Your logo , school 

details, contact information, Map to 

locate your school location and also 

all your social accounts can be 

connected through app. 

For more info 

https://www.zeroerp.com/schools-

detail/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.zeroerp.com/schools-detail/
https://www.zeroerp.com/schools-detail/
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2.SETTINGS 

 

 
 

 

Settings has many features- 

 General Setting- This will have initial setup page information, so that you 

can edit your information from dashboard also. 

 Master Entry- This will include all your important keywords of software 

 

 

 Manage User- You can create account for your user type but before this you 

need to create student and staff, if it is uploaded through excel sheet. 

 

Settings on DASHBOARD 
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 Manage Accounts-You can create information related to accounts in this 

section. 

 

 
 

 Manage Class- If you have not uploaded class and section from upload 

section, you can enter it one by one over here or you can upload your sheet 

here also. 
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 Manage Subject- You can enter all the subjects taught in your classes 

 

 
 

 Manage Exam-You can enter type of exams of your school. 

 

 
 

 School Material- You can add all your school material here 
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 Manage Location- This  information is used in stock, that is in which 

location is stock material stored. 

 

 
 

 Header and Footer-You can create your own header and footer for printing 

documents. 

 

 Print Option- This allows to manage all settings related to print. 

 

 Permission-You can give permission to all your users, according to the 

requirement. 
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 Notification- You can set notification for all users of school from here. This 

is visible on login page. 

 

 
 

 

 

 Language-From here you can add your native language for your school , so 

that user can easily translate it and use software easily. Some basic 

languages are already added. 
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Initial setup through App 

 

For initial setup in APP you need to 

Login through Administrator and then 

you can setup all the basic features of 

your school. You can also manage all 

your school information, logo, social 

account,student staff information. 

You can also change school app color 

according to your school logo and 

language as per your requirement. 

You need to click on more for setting 

features . 

This is the setting option for school in 

App. There are three options for data 

sending to server. 

Sending Status- This will show the 

status of your data whether it is sent 

on server or not. 

Data Auto Sending-By default some 

of your data is sent to server when 

connected to wifi, that is 

Homework,Attendance and Exam 

result. You can change it according to 

your requirement. 

Re-load School Data-You can 

manually reload all data from server 

Settings- You can delete all the data 

of your school from server and 

manage sound settings for 

notification. 
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Some of the links for more information about settings 

 

 

 

To create class-Manage class 

To manage fees-Fee management  

For admission of student- Student Admission management  

To update student fee-  Student fee management 

Create subject- Subject Management  

Create Exam – Exam Management system 

Manage Books-Library management system 

Create Calendar-Manage school calendar 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.zeroerp.com/zeroerp-school-management-app-software-create-class-section/
https://www.zeroerp.com/zeroerp-school-management-app-software-manage-fees/
https://www.zeroerp.com/zeroerp-school-management-app-software-create-student/
https://www.zeroerp.com/zeroerp-school-management-app-software-update-student-fee/
https://www.zeroerp.com/zeroerp-school-management-app-software-create-section/
https://www.zeroerp.com/category/webfeatures/student-exam/
https://www.zeroerp.com/category/student-library/
https://www.zeroerp.com/category/school-calendar/
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3. FRONT OFFICE- 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Requirement-Before entering details in this section you need to enter master entry 

from settings option. 

Front office work comprises of various kind of works. This includes maintenance 

of school records, managing correspondence, greeting guests, answering phone 

calls. We need to keep a record of all these things for this we require a online data 

management system. This system will provide all the facilities to store retrieve and 

maintain records in an efficient manner. 

 This module is available for data management of all the paper work of school. 

This reduces the use of file and paper work which provides error free entry of 

information in an eco-friendly manner. 

Some of them are- 

 Call & Follow Up 

Front Office has many sub categories. 
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 Other call  

 Enquiry 

 Complaint 

 Visitor Book 

 

For more info 

Front office management-https://www.zeroerp.com/front-office-

management/ 

4. ADMISSION 

 

 
 

 

 

Requirement- Before registration and Admission of student you need to fill class 

from initial setup or manage class and fill class fee from manage fee in settings 

section. 

Sub categories of Admission 

https://www.zeroerp.com/front-office-management/
https://www.zeroerp.com/front-office-management/
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A cloud based data management system to enter all details of student admitted in 

school, their personal details ,parents information all in one place and this can be 

done from anywhere. Now doing entry in database is just some clicks away, you 

can do it from app also from anywhere at anytime. So you can complete your work 

at home also by signing in app or on web.  

In this module student’s registration details are entered, its admission is done in 

class. You can also promote student to next class from this module. You need not 

to again enter details for the same student in different class. You just need to 

promote them all details will be managed automatically.  

Now in this module you can view list of all the students admitted and search for 

particular student detail.  

You can find more information on this link 

https://www.zeroerp.com/admission-management-software/ 

 

https://www.zeroerp.com/admission-management-software/
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Admission Module in App 

 

 

 

 

For more information about admission management system  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.zeroerp.com/admission-management-software/
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5.FEE 

 

 

 

This module is to keep record of fee information of every student. This is an easy 

process to maintain fee record in a secure and robust manner. All information 

about student’s fee like fee submitted or fee remaining and fine imposed on them. 

Students records can be easily retrieved during fee payment making them time 

saving for both students and staff. In today’s fast moving life we need to save our 

time to increase our productivity . 

https://www.zeroerp.com/fee-management-software/

Fee module in App has many module 

like 

 Create fee type-You can create 

fee type like library fee, 

scholastic fee, exam fee etc. 

 Class fee-You can create fee for 

whole class 

 Transport fee- Transport fee 

according to distance can be 

created for class 

 Fee Account-Detail of fee 

account of student, like 

cash,check,dd 

 Update Student fee-you can 

update any student fee 

 Fee Payment-To pay fees of 

student 

 Fee receipt- This will give fee 

receipt of student , user can print 

this receipt 

Subcategories of fee 

https://www.zeroerp.com/fee-management-software/
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 Fee reminder- Broadcast a fee 

reminder message to all students 

and parents. 

For more information visit-

https://www.zeroerp.com/zeroerp-

school-management-app-software-

manage-fees/ 

To update student fee-

https://www.zeroerp.com/zeroerp-

school-management-app-software-

update-student-fee/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.zeroerp.com/zeroerp-school-management-app-software-manage-fees/
https://www.zeroerp.com/zeroerp-school-management-app-software-manage-fees/
https://www.zeroerp.com/zeroerp-school-management-app-software-manage-fees/
https://www.zeroerp.com/zeroerp-school-management-app-software-update-student-fee/
https://www.zeroerp.com/zeroerp-school-management-app-software-update-student-fee/
https://www.zeroerp.com/zeroerp-school-management-app-software-update-student-fee/
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6.TRANSACTION 

 

 

 

Requirement- You need to fill class through initial setup or manage class and 

student detail before using this module. 

Transaction module will include all your expense and income details of your 

school. It also report for both the feature. 

For further information you can read https://www.zeroerp.com/transaction-

management-software/. 

 

 

 

 

 

Sub categories of transaction 

https://www.zeroerp.com/transaction-management-software/
https://www.zeroerp.com/transaction-management-software/
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7. ATTENDANCE 

 

 

 

 

Requirement- Before working on this module you need to add class through initial 

setup or manage class. Registration and admission of student is required for student 

attendance, this can be done from initial setup of admission module. For staff 

attendance you need to register staff from initial setup or manage staff module. 

Attendance module- 

 Staff attendance- Staff Attendance can be managed through this software. It 

not only saves their attendance but also saves in time and out time of staff. 

Staff can easily mark their attendance through app with just one click.  

 Student Attendance- Staff can manage student’s attendance easily through 

app and can also view whole class attendance in report view .  

Subcategories of attendance 
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 Student and Staff Attendance report- Report view of attendance . 

 

For more information visit-https://www.zeroerp.com/attendance-

management-software-2/ 

 

 

 

For more information visit https://www.zeroerp.com/attendance-app/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.zeroerp.com/attendance-management-software-2/
https://www.zeroerp.com/attendance-management-software-2/
https://www.zeroerp.com/attendance-app/
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8. HOMEWORK 

 

 
 

 

 

Homework management is an important module for any school. It needs to keep 

track of all the students homework and evaluation date of homework. It is designed 

in such a manner so that it is easy to handle and can be operated from anywhere or 

anytime by teachers and students. It gives an instant notification to student, parent.  

Modules of homework 

 Create Homework 

 Homework List 

 Homework evaluation 

 Homework evaluation report 

For more information-https://www.zeroerp.com/online-homework-software/ 

Subcategories of homework 

https://www.zeroerp.com/online-homework-software/
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For more information-https://www.zeroerp.com/zeroerp-school-management-app-

software-homework-entry/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.zeroerp.com/zeroerp-school-management-app-software-homework-entry/
https://www.zeroerp.com/zeroerp-school-management-app-software-homework-entry/
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9. Timetable 

 

Timetable is one of the important module of school, it needs to be easy to 

configure and visually easy to understand for teachers, students and parents. It 

includes three modules to complete timetable for school. 

 Section Time Slot- It includes slots for every class for particular day, we can 

include different time for class for a particular day. Then include different 

slots for a day and lecture type of that slot. 
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 Day wise timetable –We can create timetable day wise that is it can be 

created for long duration for a particular day of week. It can be created 

different for winter ,summer. 

       

 Date wise timetable- Date wise timetable can be created for a particular day 

on any occasion ,holiday. 

 

 

 

Timetable in App- Timetable can be created from app also as well as it can 

be viewed from both app and web. It can be viewed by student,parent and 

teachers on app. 
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View of timetable in App 
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10.  Transport- 

 

 

 

 

Transport is one of the module of school erp  which is required to manage school 

vehicle information. All details related to vehicle name. petrol consumption,petrol 

pricing. Vehicle route  and costing.  

For more information visit- 

https://www.zeroerp.com/transportation-management-system/ 

 

 

 

 

Subcategories of transport 

https://www.zeroerp.com/
https://www.zeroerp.com/transportation-management-system/
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11. EXAM 

 

 

 

This is an essential part of school that is to create report of every student of school.  

In this module it has two subcategories Marks Enter and Reports 

Marks Enter- In this module school can upload students acquired marks in exam 

according to various preferences like class, exam type , subject. This is framework 

to create report of student. 

Reports- It shows student’s report for various exam . 

For more information visit-https://www.zeroerp.com/examination-management-

system/ 

 

 

 

Sub categories of Exam 

 

https://www.zeroerp.com/examination-management-system/
https://www.zeroerp.com/examination-management-system/

